T he open ocean is the predominant habitat on earth with an abundance of predators and prey, yet with few other objects within it. Concealment strategies are therefore constrained to blend into the water medium itself (1, 2) . Previous researchers recognized that the scattering environment of the water medium in the open ocean provides a largely axially symmetric radiance field within which a mirror held vertically would reflect the same light that it conceals (3) . The reflective surfaces of some silvery fish are consistent with this vertical mirror strategy (4, 5) . However, this same scattering environment also produces significant asymmetry in the polarized light fields (6, 7) . Given the prevalence of polarization-sensitive vision in marine organisms (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) , concealment strategies that account for this axial asymmetry are likely to exist, yet to date no quantitative evaluation of polarization camouflage (polaro-crypsis) has been conducted for a living organism.
Polaro-crypsis is challenging because the polarized light fields in the near-surface regions of the ocean vary with solar inclination angle (13) , resulting in a polarization background that continually changes throughout the day (Fig. 1) . In full sunlight, the degree of polarization (DoP) is maximal at an angle perpendicular, and minimal in parallel, to the sunlight propagation axis or solar ray (SR) (Fig. 1A) (14) . This means that at high solar elevation conditions, an observer will experience high DoP in every azimuth direction, but as solar elevation decreases, the background will oscillate between high and low DoP depending on the azimuth viewing angle (Fig. 1 A, C , and E). Meanwhile, the angle of polarization (AoP) varies as a more complex relationship between the viewer and the main plane of polarization (plane perpendicular to the sunlight's propagation axis). Specifically, the background AoP is a function of the angle between the main plane of polarization and the viewing plane. When the two are in parallel (e.g., high noon), then the AoP will be uniformly horizontal (0°) ( Fig. 1 B and D) in every azimuthal direction. However, as this angle increases, the AoP associated with viewing angles perpendicular to the solar plane will vary proportionately, while azimuth angles in line with the solar plane will retain a background AoP of 0°( Fig. 1 B, D, and F) . Hence, unless the solar incident axis is directly overhead, the polarization background will be nonuniform and the AoP and DoP of this background will change depending on the azimuthal viewing direction, ψ ( Fig. 1 A-F) . For this reason, any animal attempting camouflage in this environment must manipulate its polarized reflectance in a directionally specific manner.
When the sun is directly overhead (solar inclination, θ s = 90°), a vertical mirror reflectance strategy (3) exhibits perfect polarocrypsis (Fig. 1G , Movie S1) due to axial symmetry. Here the incoming Stokes vector equals the Stokes vector reflected off the organism (15) . However, at lower solar inclination angles, a vertical mirror strategy is not ideal because background polarization becomes axially asymmetric, varying cyclically about the 360°azi-muth (16) (Fig. 1H , Movie S1), and the reflected light will have polarization properties that are out of phase with the background. Hence, under these conditions, an optimal polaro-cryptic reflector would not behave as a vertical mirror, but rather as a surface that exhibits the capacity to both preserve and modify selected components of the incident polarization to blend into the background when observed from different viewing angles.
Here we evaluate whether fish have adopted a vertical mirror or some other polaro-cryptic strategy, by combining video polarimetery (17, 18) and polarization microscopy reflectance measurements of live open ocean fish, the lookdown (Selene vomer) and the seagrass-dwelling nearshore pinfish (Lagodon rhomboides), across a range of different incident polarization angles. From these measurements, we calculate the complete polarization characteristics of these organisms in the form of a Mueller matrix and identify the ideal contrast-minimizing properties of this matrix for open ocean conditions using optimality-parameter modeling. The Mueller matrix is the quantifiable physical characteristic of reflection that specifies how the incident Stokes vector is transformed into the reflected Stokes vector. The Stokes vector is a mathematical description of the polarized state with components of I (intensity), Q (principle axes of polarization), U (45°o ffset of the principle axes), and V (the elliptical measure of
Author contributions: P.C.B., T.M., and M.E.C. designed research; P.C.B., T.M., and M.E.C. performed research; P.C.B. contributed new reagents/analytic tools; P.C.B. and M.E.C. analyzed data; and P.C.B., K.A.T., and M.E.C. wrote the paper. , and ψ, the azimuthal viewing angle (e.g., predator viewing angle) in relation to the solar plane. Panels C-F represent the 3D viewing environment in high solar inclination angle environments (C and D) and low solar inclination angle environments (E and F). θ sr is the refracted solar angle in the water, and SR is the SR propagation direction. The dashed (C and E) or colored (D and F) planes perpendicular to SR represent the DoP (C and E) and AoP (D and F). The gray-scale (C and E) or colored (D and F) disks represent the visual DoP and AoP background properties in different viewing directions from the fish's frame of reference. Concentric ring radii and disk orientation and size are arbitrary. The last two panels (G and H) are 3D renderings of a fish body using the vertical mirror strategy at θ s ∼ 90°and θ s ∼ 40°. For the rendering, the overall reflectance is scaled using the calculated Stokes contrast, with 10% diffuse reflectance added to allow the object to be visible in all cases (Movie S1).
Results and Discussion
Neither lookdowns nor pinfish exhibited differences in reflectance intensities between illumination conditions (0°and 45°incident AoP) to the horizontal plane of the fish (lookdown P = 0.11; pinfish P = 0.65), with both species reflecting as much light as the polarization standard reflector ( Fig. 2 A and B) . However, there were distinct species-specific differences in AoP and DoP reflectance properties. As the AoP of the incident illumination changed from 0°to 45°, pinfish AoP reflectance changed with incident illumination (within ∼1°of the standard in both conditions) ( Fig. 2 A and B) and exhibited no difference in DoP reflectance between conditions (mean ± SD pinfish DoP with 0°AoP incident illumination = 0.34 ± 0.13 and 45°AoP incident illumination = 0.31 ± 0.14, t 44 = 0.89, P = 0.38). In contrast to the pinfish, lookdowns exhibited a significant decrease in DoP when illuminated with an incident AoP of 45°relative to an incident AoP of 0°( ). Direct comparisons of the lookdown AoP reflectances in the two conditions confirm a similar near-horizontal (0°AoP) reflectance (mean ± SD lookdown AoP reflectance in 0°AoP incident illumination = 10.97°± 4.68°and 45°AoP incident illumination = 10.0°± 12.1°, t 44 = 0.37, P = 0.71).
These results reveal that lookdowns reflect intensities similar to a composite quasi-specular broadband reflector, but vary polarized reflectance in a context-specific manner ( Fig. 2 A and B) . When lookdowns and pinfish are illuminated with homogenous polarization conditions associated with high solar inclinations ( Fig. 1 C and D) , both species exhibit similar reflectance in terms of intensity, DoP, and AoP (0°incident AoP conditions) (Fig. 2B) . However, when illuminated with more complex polarization light fields associated with lower solar inclinations ( Fig. 1 E and F) , only the lookdown exhibits an ability to reflect polarized light with different AoP and DoP properties than the incident illumination (45°incident AoP conditions) (Fig. 2B) . To determine the adaptiveness of such polarization reflectance modifications in terms of camouflage, we measured the polarized reflectance from additional incident polarization states to calculate the partial or full Mueller matrices associated with lookdowns, pinfish, and mirrors, and then evaluated the polarization contrast of these targets against the open ocean background for all potential viewing angles.
We calculated a diffuse-reflectance Mueller matrix (19) using these polarized-reflectance measurements wherein each element is an angular average of specular Mueller matrix components with the average taken over a range of angles of incident and reflected illumination (Fig. 2C, Table S1 ). Of note, these measurements are largely independent of illumination and detection numerical aperture, which is consistent with these diffuse-reflectance Mueller matrix elements being largely independent of angle of incidence or reflection (SI Materials and Methods) as has been observed for other silvery fish (20) . The lookdown measurements indicate a surface that reduces the DoP of incoming 45°polarization with respect to the principle axes, yet preserves the DoP of incident 0°p olarization. Although these measurements clearly indicate that lookdowns do not use a vertical mirror reflectance strategy ( 23 , and m 33 in the 4 × 4 matrix).
, is calculated using a modified form of the rms difference between the reflected and background Stokes vectors, where I, Q, and U are the Stokes vector components corresponding to the reflected and background radiances. Nonnormalized contrasts treat each energy degree-of-freedom in the Stokes radiance values equivalently and, as such, avoid possibly anthropomorphic constructs such as angle or DoP. Further, this type of contrast is directly applicable to physical detection (19) . To make these results relevant to polaro-crypsis and ensure the evaluation of the most general strategies possible, numerical averages are taken over the full range of observation angles and fish-body orientation angles (Fig. 3A) .
Averaging Mueller matrix contrast estimates across all possible viewing angles, we found that the polarized reflectances of mirrors and the nearshore pinfish are both far from the idealized polarocryptic strategy in the open ocean environment (Fig. 3B) . Meanwhile, the lookdown occupies the minimization basin of this polarization-contrast space (Fig. 3B, Figs . S1-S3), suggesting that a reflector combined with specific polarization-angle depolarization and polarization-angle modification capability results in optimal crypsis. Lookdowns minimize contrast by having reflectance properties that preserve polarization along the principle axes of the fish and depolarize the polarization along the 45°offset principle axes. This specific feature allows the lookdown to blend in better to the background light at low solar elevations where the background exhibits variable DoP and AoP (Fig. 1) . Consider the example of a predator chasing a fish from behind (ψ = 0°) and into the sun when the sun is 30°o ff the horizon ( Fig. 1 E and F) , and the fish makes an escape maneuver by veering to the right at a 45°angle (φ = 45°) (see Fig. 3 for angle definitions). Under these conditions, a pinfish (or mirror-like fish) would likely reflect 45°AoP with high DoP for incident light on its right side, yet the visual background for a pursuant predator is actually what is in front of the fish (0°A oP and low DoP) ( Fig. 1 E and F) . Meanwhile, the specific reflectance properties of the lookdown will transform the incident 45°AoP to 0°AoP and also dramatically reduce the reflected DoP. Hence, the specific transforming polarization properties of the lookdown enable it to reduce the contrast against the visual background. Overall, our polaro-crypsis model states that when considering all possible viewing orientations, on average, a predator will see higher polarized reflectance contrast while viewing fish with mirror-like reflectance properties than it will for viewing lookdowns.
The fact that the pinfish from shallow, turbid seas differ significantly from the lookdown indicates that the lookdown polarized reflectance may be a specific adaptation to the constraints of the open ocean. Incorporating the possibility that fish may actively change their body pitch angle (body relative to surface) suggests that lookdowns could potentially gain up to 80% in polaro-crypsis relative to a vertical mirror when considering likely chase angles jφj < 30° (Fig. 4 A and B and up to 23% polaro-crypsis gain when averaging over all possible observation angles; see also Fig. S4 A and B and SI Materials and Methods). Dynamic modulation and orientational averaging of the polarization properties due to the surface wave field and fluctuations in scattering associated with water property variations result in more complex light fields than those used in our model. Although not completely concealed at all viewing angles, the polaro-cryptic gain that the lookdown surface has over that of a vertical mirror is significant, particularly at low solar inclination angles (Fig. 4 C and D , Movie S2) and may represent a compromise solution in a complex, dynamic environment. The context-specific angle modification and depolarization features that the lookdown employs as a polaro-crypsis strategy might be engineered by a composite optical structure with a single aligned birefringence axis yet with spatial variation of birefringence magnitude (e.g., a mesh fabricated from thin birefringent film placed over a reflecting surface). It is possible that dynamic control of the lookdown body or skin optical properties (e.g., control of birefringent structures such as guanine platelets and collagen) may additionally improve polaro-crypsis in such dynamic environments. Earlier research has demonstrated that some fish are capable of orientation in polarization-specific directions (25, 26) , however no study has yet demonstrated whether fish alter their pitch angle with changes in the polarization environment. Preliminary measurements in our laboratory using neuro-pharmacological manipulation suggest a possible role for dynamic modulation of the lookdown skin optics. Future work examining the dynamic optical properties of lookdown skin as well as determining any associated behavioral strategies, such as control of body orientation, effecting polaro-crypsis of the lookdown in the field will provide insight into the mechanisms of this modulation.
Conclusion
Camouflage strategies must continually evolve as detection capabilities improve. This is true for both biological as well as human endeavors. Polarization-sensitive vision has been demonstrated in many fish and other marine organisms (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) , implicating a direct selective pressure for the evolution of polarization camouflage. Moreover, manmade polarization-sensitive imaging devices have been shown to double target detection signal-to-noise ratios over conventional imaging technology in scattering media such as the ocean (27, 28) . Our findings with the open ocean lookdown and their specific adaptations to maximize polaro-crypsis in the open ocean indicate the likelihood that other fish, as well as human applications requiring such camouflage, may effectively adopt this same strategy.
Materials and Methods
Video Polarimeter. We have constructed a division-of-time video polarimeter capable of recording the complete Stokes vector image (6) . This polarimeter employs a standard commercial-grade video camera (Sanyo VPC-FH1ABK), combined with a stack of 2.5 × 5.1 cm 2 liquid crystal π-cells (Liquid Crystal Technologies), which act as electronically controlled birefringent wave plates providing half-wave, quarter-wave, and zero-wave retardation states (29) . Dual π-cells with a relative angular offset of 22.5°are combined with a linear polarizer to facilitate the acquisition of the complete Stokes vector (15) . In addition, the camera's color Bayer filter provides red, green, and blue (RGB)-channel spectral information. The two π-cells used in this system generate retardation states corresponding to a rotation or angular reflection of the linear polarization of 0°, 45°, 90°, or into a left-circular polarization state.
The video camera itself records 1,080 × 1,920 pixel progressively scanned frames at 60 frames per second. The gamma curves associated with the image sensor are extracted using the algorithm from Robertson et al. (30) . We use a custom circuit board based on a MPLABS PIC16F658 microcontroller to synchronize the four π-cell polarization states with the video camera frame timing, and then apply a calibration-generated transformation matrix to convert the intensities of these four video-image frames into the Stokes vector image components. Depending on data analysis requirements, these four image frames may be additionally averaged either temporally (i.e., over multiple sets of four image frames) or spatially. The overall frame rate of the camera is 60 frames per second, with four frames used for data acquisition and two frames used for data buffering. Data processing is performed using custom algorithms implemented in the IGOR-PRO data analysis suite (WaveMetrics).
Polarimeter calibration proceeds using a grid-based approach, in combination with multivariate, least-squares regression. Four hundred and ninetyfive known incident polarized-illumination states are established through the use of well-characterized polarization film [PF006, Alight, neutral density (ND) ∼ 0.42] and quarter-wave retardation film (560 nm optimal wavelength, WF-OG4, Alight). Individual Mueller matrix elements are estimated using a multivariate least-squares regression between the intensities of consecutive measured video frames and the known incident Stokes vector. These elements are then combined to form the Mueller matrix associating the measured intensity of the four frames to the Stokes components of the incident fields. For intensity calibration of our polarimeter, we used a dense array of fluorescent 5,500 K light bulbs (F15 T8, Full Spectrum) as our incident illumination in combination with several layers of diffusion filter film and ND filter film (four Rosco 102, two Rosco 114, and a variable number of Lee 209 ND filters). This type of diffusion-filter film reliably provides a uniformly unpolarized light field.
A complete calibration dataset consists of measurements taken over a uniformly distributed set of linear and elliptical polarization angles at 15°incre-ments. In addition, to account for the effects of all relevant physical camera parameters, calibration series are completed for illumination intensity, imagesensor gain, lens focal length, and F-stop. These additional F-stop and focal length calibrations are essential due to the angular dependence of the π-cells. The complete image area is divided into a 35 × 15 grid, and for each grid element, this multivariate regression is completed, resulting in a linear matrix transformation that completely encapsulates the calibration. The multivariate linear regression equation applied is S i = M ij I j , with M being the matrix of regression parameters, S = ðI, Q, U, VÞ, and I = ðI 1 , I 2 , I 3 , I 4 Þ, where I is the measurement of the four incident intensities. Application of the calibration matrix transformation facilitates the calculation of the Stokes parameters I, Q, U, and V, where I is the total intensity state, Q is the on-axis linear polarization state (0°and 90°), U the 45°off-axis linear polarization state, and V the elliptical or circular polarization state. From the Stokes parameters, we calculate the DoP and the AoP, using the formulas DoP = ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi Q 2 + U 2 p =I and AoP=1=2 tan À1 ðU=QÞ (19) . The ellipticity components were very small in our measurements so they are ignored for simplicity.
Live Fish Measurements. Polarized reflectance measurements were collected from n = 4 restrained live lookdown, S. vomer, and n = 8 restrained live pinfish, L. rhomboids, in a white Polyethylene 155 gallon tank under different types of polarized illumination with the imaging polarimeter at the University of Texas Marine Science Institute following our animal care protocol (Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee, protocol AUP-2009-00022) (Fig. S5) . The incident illumination setup is designed to allow variation of the incident DoP without altering the illumination intensity by passing light from a 1 kW halogen theatrical lamp (Altman, 75Q, 8-inch Fresnel) through a glass diffusion tank (filled with an aqueous dispersion of magnesium hydroxide particles, a 1:277 dilution of Maalox) and polarization film before entering the experimental tank via a glass porthole. The linear polarizer was placed in different orientations to create incident illumination conditions with discrete AoP properties (0°, 45°, and 90°). The unanesthetized fish were held by hand against a fixed glass partition placed adjacent to a 4 cm × 5 cm polarizedreflectance standard composed of silver-screen paint (Paint On Screen, Inc. S1 Screen Paint Silver) on polystyrene exhibition board backing at 67 cm distance from the illumination source aperture (the 30 cm diameter glass porthole adjacent to the diffusion tank). Polarimetric images of fish were collected with the polarimeter in an underwater housing placed in the same vertical plane as the fish and positioned 26 cm distance away from the fish at a 23°v iewing angle (measured with respect to the mean fish-body surface normal). These data were processed into Stokes images using a custom IGOR-PRO data analysis program. Eight regions of interest were selected from the flank of each fish in addition to the polarization reflectance standard.
Euthanized Lookdown Measurements. Polarized reflectance measurements were collected from n = 2 freshly euthanized (using clove oil) lookdowns at the University of Texas at Austin to evaluate the Mueller matrix at additional incident-illumination angles. We used a partially collimated incident beam (∼0.22 NA) from an ellipsoidal spotlight (Source Four 750 Watt, Electronic Theatre Controls) passing through polarization film (PF006, Alight), quarter-wave retardation film (WF-OG4, Alight), and ND filter film (0.3 ND Lee 209) to illuminate the lookdowns with variable incident AoPs. Fish were restrained horizontally to the back panel and polarimetric images were acquired at 11.25°incident angle increments from 11.25°to 67.5°using the polarimetric imager at a distance of 20 cm.
Anesthetized Lookdown Measurements. Polarized reflectance measurements were collected from n = 4 whole juvenile lookdowns freshly anesthetized with clove oil under a microscope outfitted for polarization measurements (Eclipse 80i, Nikon). We collected images of the fish skin at a fixed incoming polarization orientation of 90°with respect to the analyzer, using a 4× objective (0.13 NA) outfitted with a custom antireflecting water-immersion window to reduce the background effect of surface glare on epi-illuminated measurements made in water. Fish bodies were rotated using a rotation stage at 90°,45°,0°, to -45°relative to the head-tail line and the polarization analyzed using a linear polarizer and a quarter-wave plate. Linear polarization was analyzed at 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, and with an additional quarter-wave plate at the 0°and 90°degree polarization angles. The NA-averaged Mueller matrix was then calculated using these measured values.
